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INC: STAGED UNIDIRECTIONAL MULTI-FUNCTION MEDIA PICK DRIVE SYSTEM

Staged Unidirectional Multi-function Media Pick Drive System

Abstract: A drive system for a printer media pick system includes a cam gear
arrangement that enables the pick system to be controlled with a single motor.
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This disclosure relates to the field of printers.
A low-cost, compact, printer media pick system is disclosed that controls the positions,
dwells and velocities of a media pressure plate, media retardation system and media drive
rollers with a single motor.
Consumer printer media pick systems often have limited functionality due to using a
single motor for purposes of lowering cost. To get more than two functions enabled by
the forward and reverse rotations of the motor, systems may be designed that include
mechanisms that are costly, or generate parasitic loads. For example, C path mechanisms
often use a combination of service sled and paper or pick motor to perform all the
necessary functions of pick and separation. This combination can often handicap printer
performance or reliability by requiring action from a motor that is busy with some other
print function. A pickarm that can only be lifted by a paper motor or service sled, for
instance, may not be able to begin printing as quickly because the paper motor is busy
finishing up actions required for picking or waiting to start picking until servicing has
completed. In order to deliver the most compact printer design and architecture, a
pressure plate system is required. However, with a pressure plate and separation pad pick
system there are more functions that need to be controlled compared to a hanging pick
arm and static serrated block separation.
According to the present disclosure, and as understood with reference to the Figure, a
drive system 10 enables control of a printer media pick system having an elastomer pick
tire 20 and an elastomer separation tire 25, separation pads 27, loadstop-gathering
paddles 30 and a pressure plate 40 using one small encoded DC motor 50.
The drive system 10 uses multiple one-way clutches 52,54,56 and a single cam-gear 60.
The cam-gear 60 is a compound coaxial gear which includes two rotary cam surfaces and
a missing sector of the gear for lost motion. One cam profile on the cam-gear 60 controls
the position of the pressure plate 40 through a pressure plate cam lever 42. The other
cam profile of the cam-gear 60 positions a loadstop-gathering cam lever (not shown),
which retracts or extends the paddles 30 that restrain (loadstop) input tray media and that
also return excess pages remaining on the separation pads 27 into the input tray
(gathering). Another lever (not shown), controlled by the loadstop-gathering cam lever,
releases the elastomer separator pads to restrain excess sheets during picking. As such,
the cam gear 60 enables time separation of pressure plate release, retardation system
retraction and drive roller action during pick engage. It also enables unlimited running of
the media drive rollers.
The disclosed system advantageously uses a single motor to drive multiple functions on
two systems. Separating torque requirements allows use of a smaller motor. The
transmission described in this disclosure is able to fully control all the functions required
with a single motor, and allows for improved overall mechanism speed and performance.
Cost is reduced through the use of simpler components. The compact pick drive
architecture enables a compact, shared-path c-shaped printer.
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Disclosed by Keith Jariabka, Thomas W. Ruhe, Kynan Lon Church, HP
Inc., and Andrew Haring, Sigma Design.
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